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Math Workbook - Grade 7 (ENHANCED eBook)
Bring the world a little closer with these multicultural books. An excellent way for
students to appreciate and learn cultural diversity in an exciting hands-on format.
Each book explores the history, language, holidays, festivals, customs, legends,
foods, creative arts, lifestyles, and games of the title country. A creative
alternative to student research reports and a time-saver for teachers since the
activities and resource material are contained in one book.

Algebra 1
This packet includes crossword-like puzzles where the answers are all numeric
values. Down and Across clues are basic math problems. This is a great source for
reinforcement of math skills and providing homework sheets. Includes answers
keys. Includes answers keys.Includes answers keys.

Word Puzzlers - Grades 1-2
Grammar provides a multitude of activities designed to instill basic grammar skills
vital to good communication. Learning to identify parts of speech such as nouns,
verbs, and adjectives, as well as their relationships to one another, is the
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foundation for building excellent grammar. These skills are essential to help
children develop confidence and skill iin writing and speaking the English
language. Activities review the basics of capitalization and provide additional
practice in identifying and writing sentences. Exercises are designed so a child can
work with a minimum of supervision in a classroom or at home. Answer keys
included.

Inside Hinduism
"Enrich your students' vocabularies with these exciting and entertaining
worksheets."--Cover back.

Building Comprehension - Grade 5 (ENHANCED eBook)
Give your students all the essential tools for a solid introduction to algebra! The
skills required to master basic algebra are introduced in Algebra I and developed
further in the more advanced Algebra II. A variety of rules, theorems, and
processes are presented along with easy-to-follow examples. Games and puzzles
use answers to practice problems to reinforce learning and make algebra fun. 48
pages
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Milliken's Complete Book of Reading and Writing Reproducibles
- Grades 3-4
Writing provides a variety of activities designed to develop basic writing skills such
as capitalization, punctuation, sentence structure, and letter writing. Mastery of
these skills is essential for good communication and will provide children with the
tools they need to succeed in school. Activities include sentence structure, kinds of
sentences, capitalization, punctuation, story writing, and letter writing. Writing
lines are provided to encourage additional practice in good penmanship. Exercises
are designed so a child can work with a minimum of supervision in a classroom or
at home. Answer keys included.

Word Puzzlers - Grades 6-7
This easy-to-use workbook is full of stimulating activities that will give your
students a solid introduction to precalculus! A variety of lessons, puzzles, mazes,
and practice problems will challenge students to think creatively as they work to
build their precalculus skills. Each lesson begins with a clear explanation of a
featured precalculus topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special
assessment section is included at the end of the book to help students prepare for
standardized tests. 48 pages
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Comprehension Grade 3 (ENHANCED eBook)
Provides an illustrated overview of the origins and development of the Hindu
religion. Includes discussion and essay questions, word lists, a test, and answer
key.

Geometry - Grades 7-10
Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through 58 pages of
activities. Each page gives an example and step-by-step solution of the problem
presented. Some of the many skills covered include a review of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, plus challenges in decimal fractions,
exponential and scientific notation, primes, probability, percents, and basic
geometric principles. This workbook presents a variety of drill and practice
activities for students in a two-color format. Six answer pages are provided.

Number and Operations Puzzles: Introductory Skills
These reproducible books have a much broader scopes than most math
workbooks. In addition to offering computation practiced, they reinforce skill such
as problem-solving, number sense, data analysis, measurement, geometry and
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more. Closely aligned with the national standards, a special assessment section at
the end of each book helps teachers evaluate students progress and prepare them
for standardized tests.

Science Vocabulary Activities
Fun with Web Diagrams offers an innovative approach to teaching and reinforcing
the web diagram to primary students. Through short stories, higher order
questions, and a variety of creative cross-curricular activities, Hairy Harry
encourages early learners to build reading comprehension and higher order
thinking skills in every subject area. Brightly and imaginatively illustrated, each
book contains eight full-color transparencies (print books) or PowerPoint slides
(eBooks). Reproducible activity pages vary in difficulty from late kindergarten to
early third grade to meet individual learning needs. Thinking cues based on
Bloom's taxonomy, a NCSS/NCTE/NCTM/NSES standards correlation chart, and an
answer key are provided.

The Ancient World (eBook)
Comprehension is key to a child's success in school, for reading is more than just
recognizing and pronouncing printed words - it involves comprehending the
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meaning of those words as well. Children can truly read only when they understand
the meaning of the words they can pronounce. This workbook provides activities
designed to strengthen important comprehension skills including following
directions, categorizing, sequencing, finding the main idea, using context, and
locating information. Exercises are designed so a child can work with a minimum of
supervision in a classroom or at home. Answer keys included.

Word Puzzlers - Grades 6-7 (ENHANCED eBook)
Color Overheads Included! Join the Lewis and Clark Expedition an exciting journey
into the uncharted wilderness of western North America. Charged by President
Jefferson in 1804 to gather information and explore the newly-acquired Louisiana
Territory, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark led the Corps of Discovery up the
Missouri River, across the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains, and down the
Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean. The activities in this book provide insight into
the geography, natural resources, plant and animal life of the region, as well as the
culture of the various Native American tribes the Corps of Discovery encountered
along the way. The eight full-color transparencies at the back of the book can be
used alone or with specific activities listed in the table of contents.

Integer Operations
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There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra.
This workbook clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them.
Examples then illustrate the correct way of working an algebra problem, and
practice problems are provided. Puzzles and games based on scientific formulas
and interesting facts challenge students to think creatively. Self-checking exercises
motivate students to finish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.

Writing Well Grade 2
"Enrich your students' vocabularies with these exciting and entertaining
worksheets."--Cover back.

Our Global Village - Japan (eBook)
This easy-to-use workbook is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart
your students' interest in geometry while providing practice with the major
geometry concepts. A variety of puzzles, mazes, games, and self-check formats
will challenge students to think creatively as they sharpen their geometry skills.
Each page begins with a clear explanation of the featured geometry topic,
providing extra review and reinforcement. A special assessment section is included
at the end of the book to help students prepare for standardized tests. 48 pages
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Vocabulary Grades 1-2 (eBook)
This book is designed to be used with most second-grade English language texts
and provides practice in capitalization, punctuation, writing sentences, paragraphs,
and stories, and identifying parts of speech. Each page in the book introduces a
new concept or skill with a definition or rule clearly stated at the top of the page.
Learning different kinds of words (nouns, verbs, etc.) and their relationship to each
other (grammar) helps children develop confidence and skill in using language.
Answer key included.

The Renaissance (ENHANCED eBook)
This easy-to-use workbook is full of stimulating activities that will give your
students a solid introduction to trigonometry! A variety of puzzles and self-check
formats will challenge students to think creatively as they work to build their
trigonometric skills. Each page begins with a clear explanation of a featured
trigonometric topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special
assessment section is included at the end of the book to help students prepare for
standardized tests.

Writing Grade 3 (eBook)
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Explore the fascinating kingdoms of ancient Africa! This book covers the mighty
African kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, and Songhay--rich in culture and tradition--that
sprang up along the continent s west coast as far back as 300 B.C. Rivaling the
great ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, these early African cultures,
through strength and ingenuity, overcame tremendous odds in adapting to the
often harsh African climate and environment. Special emphasis is given to the rich
tradition of African arts in the form of music, dance, and sculpture as well as to the
prominence of religion and the importance of the family as principal organizing
features of African society. An extensive teacher guide, crossword puzzles, map
activities, comprehension questions, as well as critical thinking questions are
included.

Early Africa (eBook)
Give your students all the essential tools for a solid introduction to algebra! The
skills required to master basic algebra are introduced in Algebra I and developed
further in the more advanced Algebra II. A variety of rules, theorems, and
processes are presented along with easy-to-follow examples. Games and puzzles
use answers to practice problems to reinforce learning and make algebra fun. 48
pages
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Word Puzzlers - Grades 2-3
The theorems and principles of basic geometry are clearly presented in this
workbook, along with examples and exercises for practice. All concepts are
explained in an easy-to-understand fashion to help students grasp geometry and
form a solid foundation for advanced learning in mathematics. Each page
introduces a new concept, along with a puzzle or riddle which reveals a fun fact.
Thought-provoking exercises encourage students to enjoy working the pages while
gaining valuable practice in geometry.

Milliken's Complete Book of Homework Reproducibles - Grade 1
Fill in the gaps of your Common Core curriculum! Each ePacket has reproducible
worksheets with questions, problems, or activities that correspond to the packet’s
Common Core standard. Download and print the worksheets for your students to
complete. Then, use the answer key at the end of the document to evaluate their
progress. Look at the product code on each worksheet to discover which of our
many books it came from and build your teaching library! This ePacket has 6
activities that you can use to reinforce the standard CCSS 7.RP.A.3: Using
Proportions to Solve Ratio and Percent Problems. To view the ePacket, you must
have Adobe Reader installed. You can install it by going to
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http://get.adobe.com/reader/.

Word Puzzlers - Grades 2-3 (ENHANCED eBook)
There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra.
This workbook clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them.
Examples then illustrate the correct way of working an algebra problem, and
practice problems are provided. Puzzles and games based on scientific formulas
and interesting facts challenge students to think creatively. Self-checking exercises
motivate students to finish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.

CCSS 7.RP.A.3 Using Proportions to Solve Ratio and Percent
Problems
These word puzzle books are an exciting way to enrich students' vocabularies. A
valuable teaching tool that students can use with minimal supervision, word
puzzles stimulate an active interest in words and language. These books offer a
challenging way to sharpen reasoning skills, stimulate vocabulary, and reinforce
spelling skills. The variety of puzzle formats and subject matter provide engaging
activities that complement core and extended curriculum materials. Codes, mazes,
riddles, rhymes, rebuses, word searches, crossword puzzles, and matching
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activities are just a few of the formats presented in a wide variety of subject areas.

Algebra (eBook)
This activity book of over 110 ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper
worksheets are ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at
school or as homework, they feature basic written and English skills including
comprehension, letter blends, vowels, rhyming words, and creative writing.

Math Reproducibles - Grade 2 (eBook)
Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through 58 pages of
activities. Each page gives an example and step-by-step solution of the problem
presented. Some of the many skills covered include a review of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, plus challenges in decimal fractions,
exponential and scientific notation, primes, probability, percents, and basic
geometric principles. This workbook presents a variety of drill and practice
activities for students in a two-color format. Six answer pages are provided.

Lewis & Clark
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Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through these fun
interger operation activities. Each page gives an example and step-by-step
solution of the problem presented. Answer key is included.

Where in the World?
This activity book of over 110 ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper
worksheets is ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at
school or as homework, it features basic core subject areas including language
arts, math, science, and social studies.

Precalculus Reproducibles
Engaging stories covering current personalities, popular sports figures and events,
mysteries, disasters, legends and mythology, and amazing facts in science and
nature hold students’ interest and capture their imaginations. A controlled
vocabulary averaging two readability levels below content ensures understanding
and promotes confidence.

Milliken's Complete Book of Math Reproducibles - Grade 6
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"The Ancient World" (Paleolithic Age—500 B.C.) covers the period from the dark
prehistory of the Paleolithic Age to the development of the earliest centers of
civilization in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and the Indus Valley. The lives of huntergatherers, the agricultural revolution, and the rise of the world's first cities are all
vividly depicted in this richly illustrated text. Challenging map exercises and
provocative review questions encourage meaningful reflection and historical
analysis. Tests and answer keys are included.

Advanced Geometry
These word puzzle books are an exciting way to enrich students' vocabularies
while teaching them basic science concepts. A valuable teaching tool that students
can use with minimal supervision, word puzzles stimulate an active interest in
words and language. These books offer a challenging way to sharpen reasoning
skills, stimulate vocabulary, and reinforce spelling skills. The variety of puzzle
formats and subject matter provide engaging activities that complement core and
extended curriculum materials. Codes, mazes, riddles, rhymes, rebuses, word
searches, crossword puzzles, and matching activities are just a few of the formats
presented in a wide variety of subject areas.

Math Workbook - Grade 7
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These word puzzle books are an exciting way to enrich students' vocabularies. A
valuable teaching tool that students can use with minimal supervision, word
puzzles stimulate an active interest in words and language. These books offer a
challenging way to sharpen reasoning skills, stimulate vocabulary, and reinforce
spelling skills. The variety of puzzle formats and subject matter provide engaging
activities that complement core and extended curriculum materials. Codes, mazes,
riddles, rhymes, rebuses, word searches, crossword puzzles, and matching
activities are just a few of the formats presented in a wide variety of subject areas.

Trigonometry - Grades 10-12 (eBook)
These word puzzle books are an exciting way to enrich students' vocabularies. A
valuable teaching tool that students can use with minimal supervision, word
puzzles stimulate an active interest in words and language. These books offer a
challenging way to sharpen reasoning skills, stimulate vocabulary, and reinforce
spelling skills. The variety of puzzle formats and subject matter provide engaging
activities that complement core and extended curriculum materials. Codes, mazes,
riddles, rhymes, rebuses, word searches, crossword puzzles, and matching
activities are just a few of the formats presented in a wide variety of subject areas.

Picture It! Fun with Web Diagrams (eBook)
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These reproducible books have a much broader scopes than most math
workbooks. In addition to offering computation practiced, they reinforce skill such
as problem-solving, number sense, data analysis, measurement, geometry and
more. Closely aligned with the national standards, a special assessment section at
the end of each book helps teachers evaluate students’ progress and prepare them
for standardized tests.

Beginning Algebra
Vocabulary provides a wide variety of activities designed to enrich and reinforce
vocabulary skills taught at the early grade levels. Vocabulary words used in math,
science, and social studies are introduced in varied formats such as crossword
puzzles, picture identification, word scrambles, word searches, and matching.
Learning to identify words and comprehend their meanings provides the basis for
successful reading - whether for information or pleasure. Each activity features a
theme to promote interest in and retention of the new vocabulary. Exercises are
designed so a child can work with a minimum of supervision in a classroom or at
home. Answer keys are included.

Algebra I (eBook)
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This activity book of over 110 ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper
worksheets is ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at
school or as homework, it features basic core subject areas including language
arts, math, science, and social studies.

Milliken's Complete Book of Homework Reproducibles - Grade 2
This activity book of over 110 ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper
worksheets are ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at
school or as homework, they feature basic math skills including fractions, decimals,
measurement, time, money, and much more.

Grammar Grades 1-2 (eBook)
Students will enjoy a variety of puzzles and location activities while reinforcing
basic geography skills. Each unit focuses on the identification and location of
countries, states, capitals, major cities, bodies of water, and other geographic
features. Questions and illustrations may be expanded upon to include enrichment
and investigation activities. A complete answer key and a labeled reference map
are also included.
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Math Reproducibles - Grade 4
"Enrich your students' vocabularies with these exciting and entertaining
worksheets."--Cover back.

Word Puzzlers - Grades 7-8 (ENHANCED eBook)
"The Renaissance" (1300—1500) provides an overview of the years from the Late
Middle Ages through the Renaissance. Special emphasis is given to the natural and
political disasters that ravaged 14th-century Europe, as well as the unprecedented
intellectual, cultural, and artistic flourishing of the 15th and 16th centuries. The
Black Death, The Hundred Years' War, the invention of the printing press, the birth
of humanism, and the life of Leonardo da Vinci are among the dramatic events
vividly documented in this richly illustrated text. Challenging map exercises and
provocative review questions encourage meaningful reflection and historical
analysis. Tests and answer keys are included.
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